
Be Your Own
Research
Detective



Scientific papers were once trusted
sources for the latest breaking and
noteworthy discoveries in the world
of science and medicine. Today,
those fields are influenced and
controlled by companies and
entities that have little interest in
educating and informing the
public. 

Journals and scientific papers have
become a form of advertising
products and methods.

It is up to you, the consumer, to
read and decide if something is the
truth or if someone is twisting data
to influence the public and
ultimately sell more products.

Corporations have become
master manipulators at molding
data. Information can be
presented in ways that show a
study is ‘truthful’ and ‘factual’,
even when the raw data shows
another conclusion. The purpose
of this guide is to introduce you
to some common tactics they
use and help you understand
how to read research to
recognize how data can be
manipulated to produce a biased
conclusion. 

With these insights you can
become a research detective and
decide for yourself where the
truth lies.

Why You Should
Learn How to
Read Research

Knowledge is power and when you know how to
read and understand the facts, you then have a
strong line of reasoning when having a
discussion with family, friends, and colleagues.



A study can be manipulated in  
several ways. For example, many
papers showing negative
outcomes simply do not get
published. The truth is hard to
discern because of this. Many other
studies are “zombie studies” -
meaning the study was not
actually conducted. It is estimated
this happens to about 20% of
papers.

Important data is often not
included in the papers, so you need
to know what to look for. What is
not in a paper can be very
revealing. An example of this is
when details on adverse effects or
subgroup analyses are left off. You
may ask, ‘why is this information
being hidden?’

Did outcomes change from
the original protocol? 
Did statistical methods,
sample size, inclusion or
exclusion criteria change?
Was there a clear sample
group and control group?
Were factors excluded (or
included) that would cause
the data to lean towards a
particular result?

One way to tell if a trial is
manipulated is to compare the
pre-registered protocols with
the methods actually employed
in the paper. Read more about
this here. Questions to ask:
 

The Hidden
Tricks Used to
Form Biased
Conclusions
It is hard to believe that science could be
controlled by money and power and
manipulated to push a product or intervention.
Unfortunately, this has become the status quo 
in much of scientific research.

https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1710755115


Dr. Tess Lawrie’s Substack
https://substack.com/@drtesslawrie

Alex Marinos’ Substack
https://substack.com/@doyourownresearch
Tess Lawrie's interview with Andrew Hill:
https://twitter.com/alexandrosM/status/150012428
3850219528?lang=en Tess Lawrie's interview with
Andrew Hill

Aaron Hertz’s Substacks
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/the-complete-
idiots-guide-to-cooking
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/did-the-cdc-
doctor-their-2021-study

Dr. Pierre Kory’s Substack
https://pierrekory.substack.com/

A Midwestern Doctor’s Substack
https://substack.com/@amidwesterndoctor

Kelly Kronhert's Substack -
https://substack.com/@kelleyk 
The Disinformation Playbook

https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/disinformation-
playbook

Deepen Your
Knowledge with
More Reading

The following are great resources  to
further your understanding about reading
research. They are clinicians, have careers
in research science, are data experts,
and/or have written and presented
lectures on research and research design.

https://substack.com/@drtesslawrie
https://substack.com/@doyourownresearch
https://twitter.com/alexandrosM/status/1500124283850219528?lang=en%20Tess%20Lawrie%27s%20interview%20with%20Andrew%20Hill
https://twitter.com/alexandrosM/status/1500124283850219528?lang=en%20Tess%20Lawrie%27s%20interview%20with%20Andrew%20Hill
https://twitter.com/alexandrosM/status/1500124283850219528?lang=en%20Tess%20Lawrie%27s%20interview%20with%20Andrew%20Hill
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/the-complete-idiots-guide-to-cooking
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/the-complete-idiots-guide-to-cooking
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/did-the-cdc-doctor-their-2021-study
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/did-the-cdc-doctor-their-2021-study
https://pierrekory.substack.com/
https://substack.com/@amidwesterndoctor
https://substack.com/@kelleyk
https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/disinformation-playbook
https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/disinformation-playbook
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8 Steps to Begin
Analyzing a
Research Study

CHECK THE PUBLISHED DATE
OF THE PAPER

SKIM ALL THE SECTIONS OF THE
PAPER
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READ THE INTRODUCTION

READ THE DISCUSSION

READ THE ABSTRACT

LOOK THROUGH THE
RESULTS AND METHODS
SECTIONS

IDENTIFY HOW THIS PAPER FITS IN
WITH THE FIELD OF RESEARCH OR
ON A SPECIFIC TOPIC OF INTEREST



If  you are unsure or if another entity is
sponsoring the research, find out who
is involved in the noted organizations
and see if they have another agenda or
receive support of companies.

This requires a little time and detective
work. Do you see that they have
received support from any companies?
Do the researchers have investments
in the company’s drug? Are they
receiving monies from an organization
that supports a company?

See below for an example of author
affiliations from a vaccine study. See
also the list of investigators. Another
example is this Substack showing
conflicts of interest.

This section is crucial to decipher whether the study is biased.
The disclosures section will reveal
whether the study was conducted
independently or whether a person,
company, or other group had an
impact on the study outcome. A study
should ideally not have any conflicts of
interest.

If the section shows that the
researchers have received money from
a company or work for a university
that is receiving money from a drug
company, they are not independent
researchers. You should stop here and
dismiss the study.

Step One: 
Always Read the
Disclosure Section

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa2034577
https://www.nejm.org/doi/suppl/10.1056/NEJMoa2034577/suppl_file/nejmoa2034577_appendix.pdf
https://doyourownresearch.substack.com/p/together-trial-on-ivermectin-did?utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2


Aaron Hertz talks about this and other
ways of playing with timing in this
section of his Substack. This Substack
is written satirically from the
viewpoint of someone studying how
to write propaganda. 

Researchers can also decide to stop
publishing data. Sometimes, a paper
even mysteriously disappears! One
important tip is to download a copy of
whatever research paper you are
reading and save it to your computer.

Is this research up to date?

Knowing the publication date will help
you determine whether these are the
most recent findings. Sometimes
additional research has been done
since a study’s publication date.

One way investigators can manipulate
data is by releasing some data first to
create a certain belief and then quietly
releasing the rest later. This is an
effective strategy for manipulating
public opinion. 

Step Two: 
Check the Published
Date of the Paper

https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/ii-publish-only-part-of-the-data-at-first
https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/ii-publish-only-part-of-the-data-at-first


Note the definitions, the sample
population, the method of testing, and
other important facts that can impact
the study outcome.

Make notes for yourself while reading each section to help
evaluate the study and clarify questions you may have.

As you go along, take notes, and look
up the definitions of any words you're
unsure of. If you come across an
acronym later in a work, a helpful
suggestion is to use “CTRL F” on the
keyboard to search for the first time it
is mentioned, as here is where it will
be defined. 

Step Three: 
Skim All the Sections
of the Paper



Note the definitions, the sample
population, the method of testing,
and other important facts that can
impact the study outcome.

Also note that defining the content
can have an impact on the
outcome of the study. Aaron Hertz
discusses definitions here in his
Substack.

Read the introduction carefully to learn more about the
background of the subject.

This includes past research on the
subject and the factors that led the
researchers to choose to conduct
this study. If you are not familiar
with the subject, take your time to
learn more about it.

As you learn more about the
subject, you should also check out
some of the references in the
introduction.

Step Four: 
Read the Introduction

https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/the-complete-idiots-guide-to-cooking#%C2%A7section-i-definitions


What is the researcher’s rationale
for studying this intervention or
drug? Are there safe alternatives
available? Is there a financial
incentive for the researchers to
draw a particular conclusion?
Look for evidence of “spin”. Read
more about “spin” here.

Does this paper fit in with the field of research and with the
special topics of interest or have the authors tampered with the
data?
What is the principle issue this
paper is attempting to address?
Will you be better able to
comprehend the work's
significance and motivation after
reading and analyzing the paper? 

Step Five: 
Identify How the Paper
Fits Into the Field of
Research

https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1710755115


Aaron Hertz discusses in this
section of his Substack how the
data can be manipulated and not
adjusted correctly to control the
results in the favor of what the
researchers want. It will be
important in this section to pay
attention to how they discuss the
data. Look closely at the diagrams
and charts, too.

The discussion section is where you find the paper’s data findings.

The discussion section of the
paper is where that data
findings are explained and the
“story unfolds about the
subject matter”. In this section,
the samples and measuring
tools are presented. The
effectiveness of the study is
discussed along with whether
the study confirmed or
disproved the hypothesis.
Unfortunately, here the
narrative can also be
controlled.

Step Six: 
Read the Discussion 

https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/iv-study-rigging-option-study-analysis
https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/iv-study-rigging-option-study-analysis


This link is from Kelly
Kronhert’s Substack, in
which she points out
numerous flaws in different
studies on Long COVID.
This study where this article
shows where the data was
manipulated in a complex
manner.

It will be important to consider
the Methods section when
looking at the abstract to check
to see if the abstract reflects
what the data is showing in the
conclusion of the study. Here are
some examples for further
reading:

Here is where you find the general summary of the material.

The study's main objectives,
the method of investigation,
the key findings, the overview
of the interpretations, and the
conclusions are often
summarized in the abstract. 
Compare the abstract's
important points to the
information offered in the
paper's other sections, such as
the discussion, the results, and
the conclusions sections.

Step Seven: 
Read the Abstract 

https://checkyourwork.kelleykga.com/p/unrealistic-long-covid-estimates?utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36572604/
https://ashmedai.substack.com/p/did-the-cdc-doctor-their-2021-study


How to rig a study
Doctoring the datasets
Control the standards of
evidence

Aaron Hertz spends a lot of time
in his Substack explaining the
numerous ways researchers can
manipulate and cherry-pick data
to slant the outcome of the study
in their favor. These 3 sections are
extremely useful in explaining
how this is done:

These are the most complex sections of the study and often
where data can be most manipulated.

Sample size
Statistical significance
Graphics and tables — do
they match the
conclusions?
Supplemental materials

When reading the results and
methods sections, it's crucial to
keep the following things in
mind:

Step Eight: 
Read the Results and
Methods Sections 

https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/section-iv-how-to-rig-a-study
https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/section-v-doctoring-the-datasets
https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/section-vi-control-the-standards-of-evidence
https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/section-vi-control-the-standards-of-evidence


Hiring staff that don’t really
know what they are doing.
Removing data or subjects
that conflict with what you
want to data to show.
Not adjusting the data
properly.
Manipulating the data
endpoints.
Using measurement tools to
best manipulate your data.
Recruiting the media to spin
the study.
Controlling the standards:, for
example calling a study “low
quality” when in fact it is not.

Writing the rules so the
results come out in your
favor by manipulating the
sample and control groups.
Rigging the study protocol
so it comes out in your
favor.
Sabotaging the
administration of the
treatment and/or the
placebo. Aaron Hertz
explains this here.
Influencing the behavior of
the study participants with
money or other rewards.

How the Results and
Methods Sections Can
Be Manipulated

Rigging the study design involves these and other tactics. For a
more in depth discussion, see links in text.

Brook Jackson’s Email to FDA Regarding Ventavia
Pfizer Trial Site:

https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/analysis-tactic-employ-the-optimal-types-of-analysis-to-get-your-desired-results
https://ashmedai.substack.com/i/93373743/protocol-sabotage-administration-of-the-study-treatment-intervention-to-the-study-group


Science has been hijacked by
corporate interests and sometimes
the researchers don’t have the
consumer, the clinician, or the
patient’s best interest at heart. 

There are numerous ways in which
the information can be skewed to
push or sell an intervention or
product. The “bad” data is used as
propaganda to corrupt journals,
medical schools, hospital patient care
protocols, and the treatment
methods used in the treatment
plans.

When you dive deep into the
conflicts of interest, you will most
quickly find who is funding these
studies and why they are trying to
push a certain conclusion. It is up to
you to become an informed
consumer and actively be involved in
picking apart the information
presented to you in these studies. Be
wary that the media and
government agencies may also not
be using unbiased studies to push
their mandates, regulations, and
guidelines.

Always remember, when you have
found something questionable in a
research study, or you have found a
study with good and factual results,
your healthcare provider should be
open to having a discussion with you  
about what you have found or would
like to try out and/or answer any
questions you may have about the
validity of a study you have read.

A trusted and knowledgeable
healthcare provider will want to have
these discussions with you, and they
should also always offer you
informed consent first before
suggesting a procedure. This
information should include ALL
RESEARCH known about the
medication or intervention.

Conclusions

Interpreting science has never been as difficult as it is
now, but with these tips and tricks, hopefully you will
be a better investigator.



The Organization
and Mission
https://covid19criticalcare.com/about-the-flccc/

About the
FLCCC

https://covid19criticalcare.com/
about-the-flccc/impact-reports/

Our Impact Reports

Our Website
https://covid19criticalcare.com/

Contact Us
clinical@flccc.net
support@flccc.net

Donate
https://covid19criticalcare.com/donate/
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